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flawless by Sonya® Precision Liquid Eyeliner

Why You’ll Love It

This aloe-infused high-precision liquid eyeliner 
pen makes the application of liquid liner simple 
and user-friendly. With an ergonomic barrel 
design, this pen is easy and comfortable to hold 
and use without slipping.

Forever Living’s flawless by Sonya® Precision 
Liquid eyeliner is equipped with a super-fine tip 
applicator, allowing for the creation of a variety 
of looks, from subtle to glam. The flexible tip 
ensures controlled application for precise and even 
lines, and versatility in line width. The special 
thin shape even makes application directly on the 
lash line possible.

The Precision Liquid Eyeliner contains a highly 
pigmented, quick drying formula that glides on 
smoothly and effortlessly for intense long lasting 
color.

The Precision Liquid Eyeliner is foolproof and 
adaptable to any style and look; find the ways that 
work for you!

How to Get the Look

The One Liner: For a perfect, flawless every day 
look. Simply break up the lash line into 3 man-
ageable sections. Gently rest the applicator at the 

base of the inner corner lashes, slowly dragging 
the liner through each of the three sections.

The Fearless Flick: For a flirty flair to your makeup 
look. Gently rest the applicator at the base of 
the inner corner lashes, slowly dragging the liner 
across the lash line towards the outer corner of the 
eye. Apply more pressure towards the outer corner 
of the eye to thicken the line. Lastly, using the 
fine tip, extend the line past the corner of the eye 
at a slightly upward angle to create a delicate flick.

The Cat Eye: A stand-alone, bold look for added 
drama. Start by creating a simple line across the 
lash line. To create the wing, follow the angle 
from the corner of the eye to the tail of the 
brow. Next, map out the body of the wing to the 
desired thickness (tip-start small, you can always 
add!). Lastly, fill in the empty space. Clean up any 
mistakes with concealer for a crisp and defined 
edge.

Black
Water (Aqua/Eau), Butylene Glycol, Black 2, 
Styrene/Acrylates/Ammonium Methacrylate 
Copolymer, PEG-60 Hydrogenated Castor Oil, 
Coco-Glucoside, Citric Acid, Sodium Laureth-12 
Sulfate, Ammonium Hydroxide, Aloe Barbadensis 
Leaf Extract, Phenoxyethanol, Potassium Sorbate, 
Sodium Benzoate, Iodopropynyl Butylcarbamate

More to Love

flawless by Sonya® aloe BB crème

flawless by Sonya® Mineral Makeup

flawless by Sonya® Delicate Finishing 
Powder

flawless by Sonya® Cream to Powder 
Foundation

aloe inspired beauty
flawless by Sonya®
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